An in vitro study of factors affecting the primary stability of orthodontic mini-implants.
To evaluate the effects of mini-implant features (length, design, core diameter), insertion technique (insertion angle, cortical punch), and cortical bone depth and density on mini-implant primary stability. The effect of mini-implant reinsertion was also investigated. Two hundred and sixty Infinitas mini-implants of two lengths (9 mm and 6 mm), two core diameters (0.8 mm and 0.9 mm) for an external diameter of 1.5 mm, and four designs (two tapered, external diameter 1.5 mm; two cylindrical, external diameters 1.5 mm and 2.0 mm) were inserted into synthetic bone blocks, and the maximum insertion torque (MIT) was recorded. The cortical layer of the blocks varied in density (30 and 50 lb per cubic foot) and depth (1 mm and 2 mm). Three angles of insertion (90°, 75°, and 60°) and two methods of insertion (direct and cortical punch) were tested. Forty mini-implants were also removed and reinserted. A significant increase in the average MIT occurred when cortical bone density increased and when mini-implants were reinserted. The 1.5 mm diameter cylindrical design had significantly lower MIT than the 1.5 mm tapered and the 2.0 mm cylindrical designs. The other variables did not have a significant effect on MIT. Mini-implants achieved greater primary stability in higher-density cortical bone, and the 1.5 mm diameter tapered and 2.0 mm cylindrical designs offered greater primary stability than the 1.5 mm cylindrical design. Reinserting mini-implants resulted in significantly increased MIT, possibly because of blunting of the threads.